VII. CRASHING PROCEDURES

Each night Switchboard tries to find housing for transient people on an emergency basis. People come to the Free Church, sign a list, and Switchboard calls people who have volunteered arrangements. The procedure is:

1. At 7:00 p.m. announce to everyone in the building that people who need housing should line up single file at the desk. Get the clipboard with a dated Free Church Crash List on it. You fill in the blanks on the list as they tell you. This information is necessary for us to match crashers and pads according to their needs. Ask for some I.D. to make sure the person is not changing their name every two days. Also check for their ages and make sure that everyone is over 18. (See VIII.A.)

2. When everyone is signed up on the crash list, check the names against the "can't crash list". Anyone who is trying to crash for the third time should have Switchboard policy about the number of times we can crash people explained to him, and should be told that we can't house him or her again.

3. The operator who is doing crashing now begins to call people with crash pads to make arrangements. The information on crash pads is found in the pad problems 7:00 drawers of the Kardex file. We must be especially sensitive to the needs and desires of the people we call about crashing. Check each card before calling a person with a pad and make sure you are not violating any conditions on the use of the pad noted on the card - like "weekends only", or "call before 9 p.m." etc.

4. On each call, tell the person with the pad who you are, that you're calling from Free Church and would like to know if they could house some people for the night. If the answer is no, mark the card with the date and "no" written after it. If the answer is yes, ask the person how many people he or she would like to put up, mark the card with the date, and enter the number of crashers the people are taking after the date. If a host is not home after several calls, mark the date with "N.A." after it for no answer.
5. After making the arrangements with each pad, fill out a church housing form with a carbon copy. Put the names of all the crashers you are sending to the pad on the housing form, along with the rest of the information asked for.

6. Call out the names of the people on each housing form after filling it out. Be sure to explain any special conditions about the particular pad—like leaving early in the morning, or peculiarities about the person who is crashing them. For instance, don't send people to crash with a gay person unless the people are clear about the scene and are sure they can handle it. Once again, make it clear to each crasher individually that the person who is putting them up is doing us a favor.

7. Give the crasher the carbon copy of the housing form and keep the original.

8. Crash people in the above manner until you run out of crashers or pads, whichever comes first. Continue to call people who aren't home until you feel that it is too late to call. Do not call most people after ten (unless it says on the card that such a late call is cool), even if we have more people to crash.

9. If we run out of pads and we still have people to crash, announce that we probably won't be able to house anyone else that evening, and suggest that anyone without housing try to make other arrangements. Suggest that it is relatively cool to crash up in the hills, away from patrolled paths.

10. When crashing is done, the "Can't crash" list must be updated. Take the crashing lists for the past 30 days and check for any people whom you have crashed this evening. Date an entry on the "Can't Crash" list and enter the names of anyone who has crashed a second time. Now check over the list and cross off any names a month old. The 10:00 shift will probably do this, since the 6 - 10 shift will not have finished crashing by 10:00.

11. Staple the evening's crash list to the housing forms. File them in the file above the red star file.

General Notes On Crashing

1. People are not necessarily crashed in the order in which they sign the crash list. Groups are given priority with pads that take groups. Women are always given priority over men, although we usually have more than enough pads that take women only. Special instances may arise where some people will have to be given priority. In any case, we crash people as we see fit, and people should be clear that the numbers on the crash list have no real meaning.
2. Switchboard reserves the right not to house anyone who is really obnoxious, who is obviously wired, or who might be a rip-off artist. People who house total strangers do so at their own risk, but Switchboard should not manipulate people to take on bad scenes. In special circumstances, and with special arrangements with the people in the pad, problem people can be housed. Remember that one bad incident can close a crash pad for good--trouble.

3. The building must be closed and locked at the end of the late night shift, and everyone must leave. Under no circumstance is anyone to stay in the building overnight without explicit authorization from Dick York. The reason for this policy is that the pigs have found in the past and no doubt will find in the future a pretext to bust the Free Church if it is used as a crashpad. Anyone violating this policy will not be able to work with Switchboard any more.

4. Under no circumstance is anyone to be sent to a pad without arrangements first being made by phone. Also, under no circumstances are the conditions set by the people with a crash pad (either noted on the card or stated on the phone when the arrangements are made) to be violated. This applies especially to the number of people to go to a pad, restrictions on sex of crashers, arrival and departure time.

5. The building is usually quite crowded at crashing time, and it gets noisy enough to make it difficult to get work done. Feel free to ask people to be quiet.

Crashing Rules

Before filling out the crash list, give a brief rap to everyone about the Crashing rules. Also rap to each crasher or group of crashers that you send out. The purpose of these rules is to insure continued good relations between Free Church, Switchboard, our brothers and sisters on the street, our friends who are kind enough to provide the housing. The Crashing Rules are numbers 1 - 5 on the Free Church Housing Form.